Recognition between flexible protein molecules: induced and assisted folding.
This review focuses on a very important but little understood type of molecular recognition--the recognition between highly flexible molecular structures. The formation of a specific complex in this case is a dynamic process that can occur through sequential steps of mutual conformational adaptation. This allows modulation of specificity and affinity of interaction in extremely broad ranges. The interacting partners can interact together to form a complex with entirely new properties and produce conformational signal transduction at substantial distance. We show that this type of recognition is frequent in formation of different protein-protein and protein-nucleic acid complexes. It is also characteristic for self-assembly of protein molecules from their unfolded fragments as well as for interaction of molecular chaperones with their substrates and it can be the origin of 'protein misfolding' diseases. Thermodynamic and kinetic features of this type of dynamic recognition and the principles underlying their modeling and analysis are discussed.